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NOTE FROM THE AUTHORS, JULY 2020
The world looks very different today than it did in early March when we were
finalizing this Direction Paper. The COVID-19 crisis has since upended lives,
priorities, timelines, and collective capacity and attention. This unprecedented
dual health and economic crisis will fundamentally change the future trajectory of
British Columbia in ways we cannot yet anticipate or even imagine.
Modernizing land use planning—the topic of this paper and a priority for
government as a clear Minister mandate—is likely to change in focus for some time
as B.C. begins the long path to recovery. We are sensitive to the many challenges
British Columbians are experiencing and commend the effort by government to
protect public health.
This project has been in development for well over a year, and we have shared
earlier drafts and content in several government meetings and workshops to
support the groundwork being done to modernize land use planning. In this time
of intense uncertainty, we debated whether to proceed with publishing the paper
publicly at this time.
The pandemic and ensuing economic chaos are tragic. However, these immediate
threats do not mitigate the concern and reality of climate change and degraded
watersheds, the amplifying effects of which will impact communities as they
deal with the crisis across many scales including the urgent need for economic
recovery. Keeping a long-term view in mind, the need to plan for healthy resilient
watersheds—the basis of public health, economy, and material security for all
British Columbians—is more urgent than ever. Managing and governing watersheds
well is the foundation of a robust economy and the pathway to good jobs to help
spark economic recovery.
We have therefore chosen to complete and share this work. We believe there is
value in driving robust dialogue and further exploring what the future can hold for
building a modernized land use planning program in the province.
Despite the uncertainty we are all facing, we wish to cast our eye forward to the
need—indeed the imperative—of tomorrow and the urgency of getting our land
and water planning right, starting today. With this in mind, we share this document
now as a resource to help generate insights, discussion, and explore viable paths
forward, while also being sensitive to the urgency and distractions many are facing
as they grapple with a crisis that will define our generation.
For the love of water,

Oliver, Rosie, Jon, and Gwen
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Executive Summary

Purpose of this Paper
Poor salmon runs, prolonged droughts and low flows, damaging floods, threatened
drinking water sources, and degraded watersheds indicate that more attention should be
placed on integrating water management and governance in land use planning. These
pressures—together with wildfires, rural economic downturn, and now also the urgent need
for economic recovery—are among the many sweeping changes and threats to British
Columbia’s landscapes, economies, and community security and prosperity. How land
and water are used, governed, and stewarded is often at the nexus of these persistent
challenges.
This Direction Paper examines the past, present, and future of land and water in British
Columbia. The research responds to the interlinked provincial government priorities of
reconciliation, rural economic recovery, and climate change response, and is specifically
meant to inform the explicit commitment to modernize land use planning.

Learning from Past and Emerging Planning Processes
Past formalized land use planning programs in British Columbia in the 1990s—the
Commission on Resources and Environment (CORE) and Land and Resource Management
Planning (LRMP) program—focused on land-based resource development and protected
area designations, with a limited, sector-specific approach and little or no integration with
water resources or attention to governance.
Between 2008 and 2017, land and water planning by the provincial government diminished
as a priority and became primarily transactional and deployed in response to conflict and
litigation by Indigenous nations. In an effort to address emerging concerns and fill planning
gaps across the B.C. landscape, a diverse set of local bodies and authority holders are
leading and engaging directly in land and water planning processes. This more “organic” and
bottom-up planning approach has resulted in a patchwork of different types of plans for
land and water with varying scale, scope, implication, and enforceability.
British Columbia is now in a period of rapid change with a range of new government-togovernment agreements, Indigenous relationships, and collaborative land use and water
planning approaches underway.
Each of these past and present phases of planning offers useful insights to inform and
consolidate a future modernized land use and water planning framework.
2

A Modernized Planning Framework
A land use planning framework with explicit design elements that can be adapted and tailored
to specific regional planning contexts will support a shift from the transactional and crisisdriven planning of the past decade(s) to an integrated and comprehensive approach. The
proposed framework consists of six design elements to be incorporated in individual local or
regional land use plans:
1. Attention to Governance, United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP), and Capacity Building. Emphasis on governance from the
outset and throughout the planning process will help identify key decision points,
clarify roles, responsibility, and accountability, and enable better dispute resolution.
Realizing UNDRIP commitments in the context of land and water planning will
include processes for free, prior, and informed consent; co-governance; recognition,
respect, and adherence with Indigenous title, rights, laws, and decision-making; and
sustained resourcing.
2. P
 lanning in a Phased and Adaptive Process. Five key phases are critical to effective
planning: visioning; risk assessment; planning and engagement; management and
decisions; and evaluation and adaptation. Each of these phases work together to
ensure that plans are effective and have the necessary support from Indigenous
and Crown government partners, industry, and community to build legitimacy and
confidence in the process; are scoped to address identified issues; and are linked to
decision-making for full impact.
3. Considering Water in all Plans and Making Water Protection the Planning Priority
in High-Risk Watersheds. Water is a critical strategic consideration and necessary to
realize an integrated resource management and ecosystem-based approach. Water
and watershed function must be considered and included in all modernized land use
plans—and elevated as a potential priority and focus in planning where watershed
issues are at significant risk.
4. Determining Plan Scale and Scope According to the Risk and Complexity of Issues.
Planning is explicitly flexible and nimble both in scale and sophistication depending
on the risks, magnitude, and complexity of the issues (thus imbedding a form follows
function approach).
5. Deploying Crown Legal and Policy Tools While Recognizing Indigenous Laws
and Structures of Authority in the Broader Regime. The ability to translate plans
into (Crown) law is essential to public confidence and creating incentives and
consequences that drive changes to management and how activities are conducted
on the land and in the water. Any land (and water) use plan will ultimately need to be
responsive and complementary to both Crown and Indigenous authorities and laws.
6. Adequate Resourcing. Modernized land use planning processes will need resources—
money and people—to succeed. To ensure the necessary resources for success, it will
be critical to identify sustainable funding mechanisms early in the process.
3

Actions Needed
We draw three main conclusions from this research. First, reconciliation and land use
planning cannot be successful without explicit and sustained attention to water. Second,
economic recovery and a resilient local economy require certainty and clarity around
resource development and investment potential—including what can and cannot be done
on the land and in the water—which can be advanced through better land (and water)
planning and a credible process. Third, to realize success, government and planning partners
need capacity, a clear priority, and sustained support for a new planning regime.

Priority Actions for the Current Government Mandate
(2020/21): Test and Lay the Groundwork
1. Review, apply, and test the design elements of the framework proposed in this
Paper in the current land use and water planning pilots underway.
2. Complete the policy development work to fully implement the Water
Sustainability Act.
3. D
 evelop and implement a comprehensive communications strategy to inform
communities and stakeholders about the changing legal and political context of
UNDRIP and Indigenous rights and responsibilities

Priority Actions for the Next Government Mandate
(2021 and Beyond): Consolidate and Apply a Planning
Framework
4. Based on insights and learnings from the pilots, apply the design elements in
the modernized land use and water planning framework co-developed with
Indigenous leadership and in future plans.
5. C
 omplete an assessment of support for a water-focused land use planning
process in addressing reconciliation and creating healthy watersheds with resilient
local economies and protected waters.
6. D
 eliver training to build qualified and capable land use and water planning staff
within government (and in communities) to effectively advance these projects.
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PREAMBLE: 
VISION FOR A RESILIENT LAND & WATER USE FUTURE

T

THE YEAR: 2023 THE PLACE: WATERSVILLE, B.C.

he pandemic and ensuing economic crisis have finally
passed; however, the region is now in its third consecutive
summer drought. Wildfires rage in Watersville’s main
watersheds, creeks are running dry, and irrigators are facing
legal challenges for damaging fish habitat. Indigenous
nations are taking legal action to protect inherent rights to
water and fish. Business investments in the region have slowed
to a trickle for fear of further conflict and litigation. Then, as
fall rolls around, the rains begin in earnest. Residents watch
the charred hillsides and worry about catastrophic flooding
and drinking water contamination. Something has to change.
And, it does.
Over the next three years, through unprecedented
cooperation, Indigenous nations and the provincial
government strike a government-to-government partnership
and co-develop a watershed plan. This cutting-edge plan sets
out a shared vision of an economically vibrant community
and a healthy functioning watershed with robust local
decision-making to guide governance now and into the
uncertain future. The plan identifies a suite of tools needed
to achieve that vision, including B.C.’s Water Sustainability
Act, other supporting provincial and federal legislation, and,
critically, Indigenous laws.
As a result of the plan, legally binding water objectives are
setting the direction for resource development and urban
growth on the landscape. Priority riparian areas, wetlands,
and groundwater are being restored to buffer against both
flooding and droughts. Environmental flow and critical flow
thresholds appropriate for the local streams, rivers, and
aquifers are established through regulation, ensuring that
when inevitable droughts hit, water users and governments
are ready with an agreement on how water will be shared and
what necessary water levels are needed to keep the watershed
functioning, the economy operating, and Indigenous rights
and cultural practices fulfilled.
Industrial activity is prevented in designated areas to
safeguard drinking water sources, groundwater recharge
zones, and sites of importance for Indigenous water access
and use. The plan also clearly identifies specific zones
where sound industrial development can proceed, and new
investment is flowing in.

New jobs exist in monitoring, mapping, watershed restoration,
education, and planning—in fact, the positions are arriving
faster than people to fill them. The local college is developing
a world-class training and certification program to help fill
the capacity gap. An Indigenous Guardians program ensures
“eyes, ears, and boots” on the ground collecting information,
monitoring changes, and ensuring plan compliance, while
providing good long-term jobs for the Indigenous community.
Most importantly, the provincial government and Indigenous
nations are building trust and agree how to make decisions
together. With a newly created watershed board that has real
authority, they engage the community and key stakeholders to
build public confidence that they have the tools to help defend
Watersville’s watersheds and keep the community thriving
for generations to come. They invest time in conversations to
ensure residents understand why protecting and restoring
natural assets will help them weather the many challenges
ahead.
Fast forward a few years. Watersville residents are feeling the
effects of climate change in everyday life. Water—too much,
not enough—is still a front-of-mind concern. Yet equipped
with their updated living plan and a clear vision with robust
governance architecture for land use and their home waters,
residents and businesses are feeling confident and optimistic
about the future.
The Watersville example is just one of several possible stories
from across B.C. demonstrating the power and potential of a
new planning approach. The specifics of course vary from place
to place, but the features are familiar: communities have a plan
that helps them articulate their vision; new and innovative
approaches to co-governance are developed and embedded in
both Canadian and Indigenous
law; water is prioritized and
protected as fundamental
to community health;
and land and water
management is
building resilience
to support a robust
local economy and
for an increasingly
uncertain future.

While we recognize the Watersville story may sound like fiction, this imagined reality is
certainly achievable if the right choices are made now in modernizing land and water planning
in British Columbia. This Paper offers direction on how land and water plans can build a more
secure future for watersheds and communities across the province.
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AT A GLANCE
PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER
This Direction Paper examines the past, present, and future of land and water planning in
British Columbia and specifically explores:

1

 he need for—and elements of—a modernized land and water planning
T
framework that substantively advances watershed security.

2

 hy (and how) water must be integrated in British Columbia’s land use planning
W
framework to address key priorities and concerns, including reconciliation, climate
adaptation, water security, and rural economic resilience.

WHO IS IT FOR?
This Direction Paper is intended for provincial staff and decision-makers and Indigenous nations and
leadership as they co-design a modernized land use and water planning framework and embark on individual
plans. It will also be of broad interest to researchers, practitioners, and experts in the fields of land use
planning, watershed management, and water governance more generally.
The Decision-Makers’ Briefing Note1 combines with this Direction Paper to provide a comprehensive package.
The Briefing Note specifically offers a complementary and targeted analysis for senior provincial government
executives and decision-makers with focused government-specific recommendations.

HOW IS IT ORGANIZED?
Section 1 		

Introduces the purpose and main themes of this research.

Section 2 		Looks to British Columbia’s planning past to reveal limitations and successes of
previous planning approaches, and insights to inform a modernized planning
framework going forward.

Section 3 		

Examines the current planning context and the significant drivers of change.
It emphasizes notable examples of recent innovative plans and governance
agreements and describes current shifts in land and water planning.

Section 4 		Provides direction by outlining the need for, and elements of, a reformed
provincial land and water planning framework.

Section 5 		Concludes with specific actions and priorities to move towards a modernized

land use planning regime that promotes watershed security. These actions set
in motion an ambitious multi-year program of reform to begin the necessary
transformation and realization of this new approach.

Appendices 	Provide details on the range and categories of recent land and water plans (and
accompanying technical supplements provide additional background research
and summary material).
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1. INTRODUCTION

MODERNIZING LAND & WATER PLANNING IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA: WHY & WHY NOW?

“Indigenous Peoples in Canada are beginning to renew cultural and political processes to better articulate their
relationships with the land and their full rights. To better reflect this perspective many Indigenous peoples are
beginning to refer to land relationship planning rather than land use planning. Indigenous people are living in a
relationship with the land and living things.” 2
—Gregory Kehm, Gwen Bridge & Krista Robertson (2019)
“I love it when a plan comes together...”
—Hannibal Smith (The A-Team)

British Columbia is facing unprecedented
pressure on land, water, economic
security, and community health and
prosperity. Ensuring secure access to
water is becoming increasingly difficult as
demonstrated by record low salmon runs,
shrinking glaciers, persistent droughts,
damaging floods and conflicts between
ground and surface water users.
Addressing the compounding factors
of a changing climate, intensifying
cumulative impacts, dwindling natural
capital, degraded watershed function, and
struggling rural economies demands deep
systemic shifts in how land and water are
used, managed, and shared. These deep
shifts must respond to the cross-cutting
imperative of reconciliation with Indigenous
peoples, which requires transformative
change in land and water governance and
management. They also must address

how natural resources are developed and,
specifically, how communities prepare and
plan for the future.
At the forefront of the provincial
government’s current priorities and
mandate is a whole-of-government
commitment to implement the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), articulated
in the recent Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples Act (November
2019).3 The provincial government also
has a strong and explicit commitment to
modernize land use planning,4 create rural
economic development opportunities and
accelerate provincial economic recovery,5
and support British Columbians to mitigate
and adapt to climate change.6 Addressing
the interaction between resource
management, planning, land, and water is a
clear government priority.
7

This Paper responds to these interlinked
government priorities and is meant to
specifically inform the explicit commitment
to modernize land use planning. It offers
direction to the provincial government
and Indigenous nations as they chart a
possible course forward. We recognize
that government-to-government work
on modernizing land use planning is

happening in real time, with initial land
use planning pilots already underway.
We also understand these efforts have
recently been paused as the pandemic
crisis unfolds and ensuing economic
repercussions become evident across B.C.
and around the globe. Our intention is not
only to inform the initial land use planning
pilots underway,7 but also to push the

PURPOSE AND BENEFITS OF LAND USE PLANNING
The goal of renewing focus on planning is not to promote “planning for
planning’s sake,” but to address real issues, achieve multiple economic, social,
and sustainability benefits, and prevent future problems.
Plans can:
yy Articulate a community vision and identify priorities.
yy B
 etter balance development activities on the land and water (and in
watersheds).
yy Adapt and reallocate existing water uses.
yy A
 dvance reconciliation and embed free, prior, and informed consent
decision-making appropriate to the regional context and priorities.
yy C
 reate space for Indigenous planning, knowledge, authority, and laws
appropriate to the regional context and priorities.
yy Engage broad public and community interests to build consensus.
yy Provide certainty for investment and economic development.
yy Enable more efficient and strategic use of limited resources.
yy Improve water sharing and collaborative decision-making.
yy Adapt for future uncertainty.
yy Yield long-term benefits by solving multiple problems at once.
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envelope on what is possible
in implementing substantive
land use planning reform
in British Columbia in the
coming years and into the
next wave of land use plans
and provincial government
mandate.
Two fundamental shifts are
needed to fully realize the
potential of land use planning
to address the multiple urgent
risks facing communities
and watersheds, fulfill
reconciliation commitments,
create greater local economic
certainty, and drive resilience
in the face of a destabilizing
climate and changes in
hydrology:

Kelowna vineyard on Okanagan Lake, Syilx/Okanagan Territory

1. Water must play a more central role in modernized land use planning.
T
 he majority of past land use planning efforts in B.C. focused on land-based resource development, with
a limited, sector-specific approach and minimal or no integration with water resources. Yet, rivers, streams,
and aquifers are integrators on the landscape. Their health and function is directly dependent on the
stewardship of upslope land uses in forestry, ranching, agriculture, oil and gas, urban development, mining,
and tourism. Modernized land use planning cannot be successful without being integrated with watershed
management and governance.
F
 or future modernized plans, water will be a key strategic consideration: water and watershed function
must, at a minimum, be considered and included in all modernized land use plans—and elevated as a focus
in planning where watershed issues are major risks.

2. B
 ritish Columbia needs a provincial land and water planning framework to support a modernized
approach.
A
 land use planning framework with explicit design elements that can be adapted and tailored to specific
regional planning contexts will support a shift from the transactional and crisis-driven planning of the past
decade(s) to an integrated and comprehensive approach.8
 T
 his Paper explores both of these elements in detail throughout, with specific direction provided in the final
sections.
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2. LOOKING TO B.C.’s LAND USE
PLANNING PAST

“… the Pirate code [like a Land Use Plan in the past] is more what you’d call ‘guidelines’ than actual rules.”
– Captain Hector Barbossa

This section briefly explores British Columbia’s planning past, including a review of
the Commission on Resources and the Environment (CORE) and Land and Resource
Management Plans (LRMP) programs, and a scan of more recent mixed planning
initiatives. Despite the provincial government’s overall retreat from planning in the
past decade, an extensive history exists that can inform its future approach.

2.1 1990s to Early 2000s:

Emergence and Implementation of Strategic
Land Use Planning in B.C.
Commission on Resource and the Environment & Land and
Resource Management Planning
In the 1980s and 1990s, several factors
coalesced to drive new approaches to
collaborative natural resource planning
in British Columbia. In particular, land use
planning was developed as a response to
high-profile resistance to logging in coastal
forests9 and the need to address conflicts
between the working and protected land
bases. It was also a means to fulfill the
provincial government’s objective to double
the extent of protected areas across B.C.10

Two significant planning programs emerged:
first, the Commission on Resources and
the Environment (CORE), followed by the
Land and Resource Management Planning
(LRMP) program. Both initiatives were
grounded in multi-stakeholder consultations
that brought together communities,
stakeholders, and government
representatives to make trade-offs and
negotiate large regional or sub-regional
plans that designated new protected areas,
11

established resource management zones,
and set management objectives and
guidelines for non-protected areas.11
Established in 1992, CORE was a direct
response by the provincial government
to the “War in the Woods,” a significant
resource development and community
conflict that garnered global attention and
resulted in significant political pressure.12
CORE involved four “Tables” in hotspot
regions across the province that were
experiencing major land use concerns:
Vancouver Island, the Cariboo-Chilcotin,
and the East and West Kootenays. These
Commission Tables sought—but ultimately
failed to achieve—consensus. From the
outset, CORE faced significant criticism
from local communities, Indigenous
governments, and industry representatives,
as all parties were disappointed by the
prospect of the trade-offs required. The
process suffered significant political
backlash as it attempted to change the
status-quo on resource use.13
Although CORE did not fulfill its intended
potential, it provided the policy foundation
and context for the LRMP process, which
was catalyzed in 1996 and led strategiclevel planning for the subsequent decade.

In response to some of the shortcomings
of CORE, the LRMP process was explicitly
designed to operate at the sub-regional
level, where the issues were more tractable
and the engagement processes were
viewed as more manageable.14
In 2001, the provincial government
established the Ministry of Sustainable
Resource Management as the lead
agency for completing Land and Resource
Management Plans (LRMPs). The Ministry
reduced internal conflict by incorporating
all the resource planning groups across a
number of different ministries to present
a united government position at the land
use planning tables. This organizational
shift greatly expedited the completion of
these plans. By 2008, approximately 80
per cent of the province was covered by 26
comprehensive land use plans, all of which
reached consensus.15
While early LRMPs had limited Indigenous
engagement and involvement, the
approach evolved over time. Later plans
demonstrated a more robust commitment
to a government-to-government approach,
and a shift towards using tools and
practices needed to advance a consentoriented model to planning.16

CORE PLANNING
REGIONS

Cariboo-Chilcotin
East & West
Kootenays

Vancouver Island
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Strengths, Limitations, and Insights from the
CORE and LRMP Programs

LIMITATIONS

STRENGTHS
A provincewide planning framework
informed strategic direction and ensured
replicability.

Plans are static and non-adaptive. Each
was seen as finalized, as opposed to
ongoing and requiring adaptation.

Plans have legal effect through Crown law.17

Little monitoring of plan effectiveness
and impact followed.

Plans establish protected and working
areas on the landscape.
Plans built consensus through multistakeholder tables.
CORE and LRMP program created a
legacy of planning structures and tools
that are still used today. They set the
stage for future collaborative resource
planning efforts, including the evolution
of relationships and government-togovernment planning between Indigenous
nations and the provincial government.

KEY INSIGHTS TO
INFORM THE FUTURE

1

2

Large scale plans demand
significant resources and are
difficult to translate into effect
at the operational level. Thus,
future plans must be scoped
to correspond to the degree
or risk and complexity of the
issues involved.

Thus, future plans must
emphasize multiple objectives
and be responsive to dynamic
changes on the landscape.
Water offers a powerful
avenue towards integration.

Plans have a narrow focus on landbased resources with a strong economic
implication (particularly forestry),
without links to fresh water, functioning
ecosystems, or a more integrated and
comprehensive approach.19
There is a lack of clear mechanisms for
implementation and missing linkages
between strategic plans and operationallevel planning scales.20
Plans do not address pressing issues and
current conditions like climate change,
changes in forest cover due to extensive
fires and pest infestations, nor community
priorities around healthy watersheds and
landscapes.

Scale matters.

A narrow focus on resource
industries and protected
areas has significant
limitations on plan impacts
and outcomes.

It is complex to translate the general
intent of a strategic land use plan into
required specific legal objectives or
enforceable rules (for example in forestry
plans) to create meaningful impact.18

Plans were designed to deal with
single issues and objectives, resulting
in a fragmented approach to land
management.

3

Plans must be viewed as living documents that are
not “finished” when they are approved and come into
effect.

Without being regularly evaluated and updated, plans risk
losing relevancy as issues and context change. Thus, future
planning should be seen as an ongoing process, creating
certainty for investment and community confidence, but
regularly revisited as part of an adaptive management
regime. This requires explicit attention to governance.
13

2.2 Water Use Plans
In parallel to (but disconnected from) land
use planning efforts, in the late 1990s
and 2000s, B.C. developed a formalized
Water Use Planning process. Water Use
Plans (WUP) were developed via a novel,
structured decision-making process
involving licensees, government agencies,
First Nations, key partners, and the public.
Driven by escalating conflicts over
hydroelectric water use, WUPs are enduser plans developed to provide a better

balance in water use between power
generation, fisheries, recreation, and flood
control at hydroelectric facilities operated
by BC Hydro. Twenty-three BC Hydro
facilities now have WUPs in place. WUPs
focus on facility operations and water flow
requirements and enable the provincial
statutory decision-maker (the Comptroller
of Water Rights) to make changes to
existing hydroelectric water licences.21

Strengths & Limitations of
Water Use Planning

STRENGTHS
A provincewide planning framework
informed strategic direction and ensured
replicability.
The structured decision-making process
built trust and understanding of tradeoffs. The majority of WUPs achieved
consensus.
WUPS include a commitment to
extensive monitoring and reviewing
outcomes. All plans have built-in
review periods which enable adaptive
management if targets are not being
met.
Fair compensation was provided for
foregone power benefits to meet nonpower objectives.
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LIMITATIONS
WUPS have a narrow sector scope
on water flow issues related to
hydroelectric facility operation. Broader
watershed issues and resilience are not
addressed.
The WUP process is highly technical
with only a limited number of
stakeholder perspectives included in
the formal process.
WUPs did not take a government-togovernment planning approach.

2.3 Mid-2000s to 2018:
Transactional Planning with Limited Resources
Created a Patchwork
In 2008, the provincial government’s New
Direction for Strategic Land Use Planning
in BC22 signalled the end of the era of
comprehensive strategic land use planning
in the province. Many land and water
planning initiatives have nonetheless been
completed in the intervening years—some
with provincial government engagement,
others led outside of government by a
diverse suite of authority holders and actors
(see Appendix B).

As this section explores, this recent
transactional approach to planning
with limited resources has resulted in a
patchwork of different types of plans
that vary widely in scope, impact, and
effectiveness. The range of plans—both
with and without significant provincial
government engagement—offers a number
of useful insights and lessons for the future.
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A view of Mount Arthur (right) and Mount Fredrick (left) from the Jervis Inlet in shíshálh territory

PLANS WITH PROVINCIAL ENGAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
In the past decade, land and water
planning by the provincial government in
British Columbia has been a relatively low
priority. Planning capacity and expertise
within government has been much
reduced. During this period, plans have
generally been developed in response
to conflict and litigation by Indigenous
nations. The plans have been transactional
and sector-driven, with a heavy emphasis
on forestry and, to a lesser extent, mining.
In this period, some discreet examples
of planning through agreement with
Indigenous nations moved the dial on
government-to-government planning
towards a more values-based and
integrative approach. Examples include
the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements,
the Gitanyow Lax’yip Land Use Plan, and
the Wooshtin wudidaa Atlin Taku Land
Use Plan.23 During this time, the provincial
government also carried out a few narrow
water-specific plans, including ongoing
Water Use Plans (described above) and
one Area Based Management Plan.24

Key observations from this period
include:
· Overall, provincially led or jointly developed
plans are either water focused or land
focused. Plans are not well integrated and
do not address future climate conditions.
· Important and potentially powerful
statutory or legislated planning tools have
never been used, like Drinking Water
Protection Plans or Water Sustainability
Plans.
· Most plans have unclear or limited links to
decision-making or are very narrow and
targeted specifically to the primary licence
holder or industry (e.g. Water Use Plans
affect BC Hydro water licences, and the
Area Based Management Plan affects Teck
Resources in the Elk Valley).
· Some plans include components that
are implemented as legal designations
or objectives while the remainder of
the plan provides policy guidance. The
impact and outcomes of plans have
not been systematically monitored and
communicated.
· The political crisis and conflict-response
approach to planning of the last decade has
created a situation of “haves and have nots,”
leaving many regions, communities, and
Indigenous nations without a viable land and
water plan in place.
· Many Indigenous nations’ land use plans
were developed unilaterally with the
intention that they would provide the basis
for a bilateral negotiation with the provincial
government.25 However, this was achieved
in a limited way and in only a few cases.
·P
 lans developed under government-togovernment agreements have the benefit of
an appropriate governance forum to oversee
implementation, ensure accountability, and
provide a platform for joint work.
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PLANS WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT PROVINCIAL ENGAGEMENT
The provincial government’s retreat from
planning left a significant void. In an
effort to fill planning gaps, a diverse set of
authority holders and local actors, including
communities, Indigenous nations, and
local governments, have engaged directly
in the land and water planning realm. This
“organic” and more bottom-up planning
approach resulted in a mix of plans that
vary widely in enforceability, impact on
resource users, geographic scale, and degree
of land and water integration, among other
considerations.
The significant spread and range of
plans that touch on water defies neat
categorization. They range from local
government technical plans, to communityled watershed plans, to Indigenous-led
plans and policies. Appendix B and
the Technical Supplements outline the
spectrum of these types of plans and
contain further details and illustrative
examples.

Key observations from the range of
plans conducted by Indigenous and
local authorities include:
· Communities, watershed groups, and local
governments have been filling planning
gaps by building watershed visions and
outlining goals and actions to address
issues and improve watershed resilience.
However, these planning efforts face
significant limitations in what they can
achieve without provincial resources,
engagement, and authority. Community
or local government-led watershed plans
lack legal teeth to change land or water
use practices. They generally rely on
indirect influence or voluntary action.
· Indigenous-led plans and planning
processes (e.g. the Yinka Dene ‘Uza’hné
Surface Water Management Policy), while
not formally recognized in Crown law,
have significant influence on industry and
Crown decision-making.
· Some plans—such as the Kettle River
Watershed Management Plan26 and the
Cowichan Basin Water Management
Plan27—are bringing a whole-of-watershed
approach with more attention to land
and water interaction and important
dimensions of governance.
· Few plans include resources or direction
for governance processes and forums to
support implementation.28
· T
 he impact and outcomes of these plans
are not systematically monitored or
communicated.
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Strengths & Limitations of The Last Decade of
Transactional Planning With Limited Resources

LIMITATIONS

STRENGTHS
P
 lanning is cost effective as it is deployed
only when absolutely needed.
P
 lans are highly local and fit for purpose
as context and local champions drive the
planning process.
P
 lans can offer a local pressure release
valve as they manage or mitigate some of
the most acute concerns and conflicts.
R
 ecent plans have continued to improve
the government-to-government planning
approach with Indigenous partners.


P
 lans are driven by local champions
and bottom-up leadership while being
informed by communities and local
governments.

KEY INSIGHTS TO
INFORM THE FUTURE

1

Few plans integrate land and water in a
comprehensive way or address future
climate scenarios.
The link between plans and enforcement,
regulatory regimes, and changes to
decision-making are not clear.
A lack of overall guidance or framework
results in duplicative efforts, a lack of
consistency, and the inefficiencies of
“starting from scratch” in each region.
The absence of consistent senior
government resourcing, leadership,
and participation leaves major gaps in
resources and plan enforceability and
impact.
Available legal tools for water and
watershed planning are not effectively
deployed (if at all).
Monitoring and adaptive management
is done inconsistently: the status of
implementation and impacts of plans
on decision-making and on-the-ground
operations are uncertain.

Indigenous nations and
communities are driving
significant planning
innovations.

Thus, learning from and resourcing
these initiatives must be part of the
future approach.

2

The absence of senior government
resourcing and longer-term sustainable
funding leaves major gaps in planning
coverage, extent, and implementation.

Thus, the provincial government must play a
more significant role in future land and water
planning, including bringing resources and
planning tools with legal teeth.
18

3

Planning without access to
provincial legal tools to implement
limits impact on the ground.

 hus, the full range of planning tools
T
must be deployed in future plans, with
provincial government leadership.

Direction Paper: Towards Watershed Security

3. UNDERSTANDING THE PRESENT

“The future is already here—it’s just not evenly distributed.”
—William Gibson, The Economist, December 4, 2003

With the past approaches to land use planning firmly in hand, this section begins by
examining the current state of land use planning in British Columbia and identifies
some of the significant drivers of change. Better understanding the current situation
reveals the urgent need to modernize land use planning with a priority focus on
water. Section 3.2 demonstrates the range of possibilities with examples of plans and
governance agreements already embodying noteworthy elements of a modernized
approach.

3.1 Drivers of Change and the Role of Planning
Interconnected and layered ecological,
legal, economic, and political drivers impact
B.C.’s watersheds and landscape. Many of
these drivers—like rapid climate change and
the moral and legal need for meaningful
engagement in reconciliation—were
certainly not applied during the CORE and

LRMP eras. The significance and relevance
of the drivers listed here are pronounced
as the province girds against a whole new
set of forces and challenges. A modernized
approach to land and water planning must
pay explicit attention to the interweaving
forces described here.
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1. RECONCILIATION & THE UN
DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS
OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES—
FROM COMMITMENT TO ACTION
The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous People (UNDRIP) is a defining imperative
for reform spanning social, economic, legal, and political
priorities. Ultimately, it will impact all aspects of society.
The recent passing of the Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples Act29 will require significant law
and governance reform including for land, water, and
resource development. UNDRIP commitments have
already generated clear shifts in understanding and
approach across provincial government ministries.

“First Nations in BC have sacred
relationships to the waters in
their territories that include
the exercise of inherent First
Nations’ jurisdictions, laws,
title, rights and knowledge
systems. Water supports all life
and prosperity. It is a sacred
resource to First Nations as our
very survival relies on access
to clean water for: health and
well-being; culture, customs
and traditions; sustenance;
and, economic opportunities.
Our relationship with our
lands, territories and waters is
fundamental to our physical,
cultural and spiritual survival.”32
—First Nations Fisheries
Council (2019)
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Recent publications by Douglas White III Kwulasultun,30
as well as Danesh and McPhee,31 focus on the potential
of land use planning as a vehicle to realize free, prior,
and informed consent. Specifically, these commentators
emphasize that if appropriately co-designed and
enacted, land use planning can:
yy Take a comprehensive, integrated, and holistic
view of territories as opposed to a project- or
resource-specific frame, with better potential
for alignment with Indigenous nations’ rights,
laws, and governance.
yy C
 reate a shared vision and conditions for
collaboration, establishing parameters to “weed
out” problematic proposals and ideas from the
outset, and thereby avoid many conflicts before
they manifest or become entrenched.
yy P
 rovide a forum to develop overall consentbased decision-making and governance
processes.
In addition, we emphasize that attention to water in land
use planning—and taking an integrative approach—aligns
with Indigenous nations’ articulations of the importance
of a holistic view on water and land, the sacred
relationships and responsibilities Indigenous peoples
hold with and for water, and the identified need to
move beyond siloed, transactional planning focused on
resource development. Clean, fresh water is foundational
to all aspects of land and community health.

2. DECLINING NATURAL CAPITAL
AND RURAL ECONOMIC
INSTABILITY
Rural economies across British Columbia depend on
resource extraction and are now severely suffering,
particularly within the forestry sector.33 The limits
of the “one-industry” town, subject to boom and
bust cycles, are increasingly clear. Transitioning
towards an economic development approach
that emphasizes diversity and innovation may be
the only strategy to sustain quality of life in rural
communities over multiple generations. Current
efforts to restore local economies in the aftermath
of the COVID-19 pandemic only amplify these
challenges and priorities.
Advanced planning and a focus on transition
management are needed to build diverse local
economies not reliant on single, intensive industries.
One-industry towns are very risky and particularly
vulnerable to the shifts and whims of an increasingly
tumultuous global economy. An emphasis on
protecting natural capital not only reduces costs
of basic community services, like drinking water
provision, but also unlocks opportunities for future
sustainable resource development, tourism, and
multiple use activities. Planning in collaboration
with Indigenous nations creates greater certainty
regarding decisions about resource management
and development, which will create longer-term
economic certainty and a positive investment
atmosphere jointly benefitting Indigenous and nonIndigenous communities.



CLOSED

“Government and industry
have known for many years
that the end of Mountain
Pine Beetle harvests would
create significant challenges
for Interior forest-dependent
communities. These challenges
have been exacerbated as the
Interior fibre supply declines,
access to low-cost timber
decreases, lumber prices
decline and the competition
for available fibre increases.
This, combined with two
consecutive catastrophic
wildfire seasons and an
oversupply in manufacturing
capacity, has placed real
pressure on forest workers and
their communities.”34
— Ministry of Forests,
Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and
Rural Development
Parliamentary Secretary
2019 Mandate Letter
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3. GROWING COMPLEXITY:
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY IN
CHAOS AND FLUX
Hydrological uncertainty with more extreme flooding
and droughts are already part of B.C.’s reality and
will certainly shape the future in a climate-changed
world.35 From the compounding and amplifying
impacts of forest fires that compromise watershed
function and hydrology, to floods and droughts that
put lives and indeed whole communities at risk, to
restricted access to water for industry and agriculture,
the impacts of climate change are felt first and
foremost through water.

“Plans can go beyond water
allocations and allow
communities to think about
broader watershed health
and function and longerterm outcomes beyond
management that primarily
responds to the crises of
drought and flood. They can
put in place comprehensive,
cumulative, and adaptive
management processes to
improve watershed governance
and deal systematically
with root causes—not just
symptoms.”37
—Deborah Curran & Oliver M.
Brandes (2019)
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Healthy functioning watersheds are at the heart
of climate resilience and a necessary part of how
communities will adapt. Focusing on water risks in
land use planning will build watershed security and
reduce the extent of damage and costs incurred from
intensifying droughts, fires, and floods.36

4. C
 UMULATIVE EFFECTS AND
COMMUNITY CONFLICTS
 ast resource development and current intensive
P
land use changes amount to significant cumulative
impacts on freshwater ecosystems and surrounding
watersheds. Aquatic habitats are among the most
endangered and at risk systems and continue to
be severely impacted and degraded, contributing
to the major decline in both freshwater fish and
salmon populations.38 The Cumulative Effects
Assessment Framework policy introduced in
2016 is now under review based on an initial
effort at implementation. However, the gaps in
accountability and coordination in cumulative
effects management continue to be noted and
have not yet been addressed.39 Concern about the
cumulative impacts of resource development and
extraction on local water and watersheds is growing
in B.C., fueling conflict and mistrust.40
Attention to cumulative effects is at the heart of
any integrated or holistic approach. While many
industries and local resource extraction-oriented
businesses need to focus on a single element of the
ecosystem as an input, such as trees, minerals, fish,
or even water, communities and many partners are
increasingly requiring a more integrated resource
management focus to account for the sophisticated
interplay of ecosystems, functioning watersheds,
community health and prosperity. The disconnect
and tensions between a one-resource system
versus a whole-system perspective underpins
many local conflicts and community concern.

“Overall, [the Ministry of
Health] and the Provincial
Health Officer’s accountability
to ensure drinking water was
protected is of grave concern.”41
—Auditor General of British
Columbia (2019)

Land use planning provides a powerful tool to
begin the hard, but necessary, work of integrated
resource management and more sustainable
approaches to consider the whole-of-watershed
perspective. Ultimately, addressing cumulative
effects through effective planning is the only
way to avoid “death by a thousand cuts” and the
community discontentment and erosion of public
trust that come from the loss of local natural capital
and ecosystems in distress.
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Caution: Planning is not a Panacea
Despite its significant potential, collaborative planning will not always be
the best tool to solve every problem. Planning cannot avoid all conflict and
no perfect plan exists that makes everyone happy. Equally important to a
substantive and enforceable plan is the process of developing the plan. It takes
work to ensure alignment of expectations. Attention to effective and ongoing
community engagement is crucial and must be coupled with dispute resolution
mechanisms and the ability to adapt plans over time.
Identified constraints from past land use planning exercises in B.C. (and beyond)
should inform expectations and assumptions going forward. Some of the
identified cautions include:
- Full-scale (regional) plans demand substantial time and resources.
This places a significant burden on both Indigenous nations, who are
dealing with “engagement fatigue” from multiple competing processes
and demands, and provincial government staff, who have been subject
to progressive budget and staff cuts over the past few years.
- Without legal teeth and clear links to implementation and lines of
responsibility, plans may have limited influence on how decisions are
made on the landscape and on how stakeholders and permit-holders
behave.
- Without sustainable resourcing and prioritizing implementation, even
the best plan will have limited impact.
- There are few near-term win-win situations for all involved. Plans
can involve competing interests which are not easily amenable to
negotiated solutions in the short-term.
- Planning effectiveness can be undermined if powerful stakeholders
delay or obstruct discussions.
- Those at the table may not represent the full suite of stakeholders and
actors that have an interest in, or that will ultimately be affected by,
negotiated outcomes.
- Consensus decision-making can result in the “lowest common
denominator,” ignoring more complex issues.
- Planning alone will not fully resolve Indigenous reconciliation issues
and needs.
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3.2 Planning Evolution Underway
The drivers and pressures facing British
Columbia reveal the gaps and frictions
in the current patchwork of land and
water plans resulting from an era of
reduced provincial planning commitment.
A confluence of climate uncertainty,
the reconciliation imperative, and rural
economy challenges catalyzed the current
government’s commitment to modernize
land use planning in 2017.42 The prospect
of new water-based planning tools in the
2016 Water Sustainability Act, together with
an engaged water-focused philanthropic
sector providing new catalytic funding for
watershed governance pilot projects, added
another dimension to striking out in a new
direction for land use planning. The current
priority around economic recovery in light of

COVID-19 brings further urgency to rural
resilience and sustainability.
British Columbia is in a period of rapid
change with respect to government-togovernment agreements, Indigenous
relationships, and collaborative
approaches to land use planning. From
the many government-to-government
agreements and the more limited number
of land use plans that have been recently
completed, we note five plans and
agreements in particular that embody
a modernized approach to land use
planning and are particularly attentive
to water and watersheds, governance,
UNDRIP, and Indigenous laws.43

Nicola First Nations Chiefs present Scott Fraser, Minister of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation,
a gift in celebration of signing a Memorandum of Understanding on March 23, 2018.
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FIVE EXAMPLES OF NOTEWORTHY
PLANS & AGREEMENTS

Klappan
Plan Area

Gitanyow
Plan Area

Gitanyow
shíshálh
Plan Area

Koksilah
Plan Area
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Nicola
Plan Area

Gitanyow Lax’yip Land Use Plan (2012, updated in 2016)44
This Plan is contained within the Gitanyow
Huwilp Recognition & Reconciliation
Agreement and is a highly integrated
land and water plan that includes Water
Management Units in high-elevation
catchment areas, where logging, most
road development, and other activities are
not permitted. Ayookxw (Gitanyow law)
is embedded and expressed throughout

the Plan, which is enforced through both
provincial laws (via legal management
objectives) and Gitanyow Ayookxw.
A Joint Resources Governance Forum
oversees implementation. All current
forestry plans and permits are now
consistent with the plan, which took
around two years to achieve.

NOTEWORTHY INSIGHTS:
yy Legally enforced through Indigenous and Crown law.
yy Embedded in a government-to-government agreement with an ongoing
governance relationship.
yy Includes attention to adaptive management.

Nicola Watershed Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) (2018)45
Signed in 2018, the Memorandum of
Understanding between the five Nicola
Chiefs and the provincial government is
explicitly focused on water and commits
parties to a government-to-government
partnership to develop and pilot a
governance structure to sustainably manage
water resources in the Nicola Watershed. The
parties’ shared vision of collaborative water
governance embodies a government-togovernment relationship, supports the
implementation of UNDRIP, and draws on
the strengths of their respective laws and
governance systems.
The MOU itself is not a plan but lays
the foundation for a modernized and

respectful approach to governance that
will catalyze a more holistic planning
process, with the potential to develop
a Water Sustainability Plan under the
Water Sustainability Act. The Nicola
Government-to-Government Forum,
consisting of the Nicola Chiefs and
senior provincial executives, was formed
to guide the work. To date, the Forum
has focused on building foundational
relationships, developing governance
and capacity, and project development
including a detailed state of the
watershed assessment to help identify
what tools (legal or otherwise) are needed
to address the local water issues and
challenges.

NOTEWORTHY INSIGHTS:
yy Clear water and watershed focus.
yy Explicit basis in both Indigenous and Crown law.
yy Focus on building effective governance structures and processes from the outset to
guide shared projects and planning.
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shíshálh Foundation Agreement (2018)47
This Foundation Agreement expresses
the parties’ mutual commitment to the
completion of a draft joint land use plan. It
includes explicit commitments to explore,
design, and implement agreed-to models
of consent-based decision-making and the
operationalization of the standard of free,
prior, and informed consent as expressed
in the UN Declaration. shíshálh law,
jurisdiction, title, and rights are expressly
recognized throughout. The Foundation
Agreement describes several governance
tables to oversee implementation including
(but not limited to):

•

 land use planning table with technical
A
representatives from both parties
to undertake the technical work and
identify information gaps that need to
be addressed.

•

 bilateral Relationship and
A
Implementation Forum comprised of
two representatives from each party
to oversee the implementation of the
Foundation Agreement.

NOTEWORTHY INSIGHTS:
yy Attention to UNDRIP and consent-based decision-making processes.
yy Joint governance bodies to oversee plan development and implementation.
yy Attention to shíshálh (Indigenous) law and jurisdiction.

Porpoise Bay Beach, shíshálh territory.
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Klappan Plan (2019)48
Signed between the provincial government
and Tahltan in August 2019, the Klappan
Plan identifies three distinct land zones
with varying acceptable land uses in
each zone. Notably, it prohibits industrial
development in the Sacred Headwaters
of the Skeena, Nass, and Stikine Rivers for
a minimum of 20 years, while allowing
for environmentally and culturally sound
industrial activity in other specified areas.

Nation and the provincial government,
is responsible for plan implementation
and monitoring. The Plan itself is not
legally binding. Some components can
be implemented as legal designations or
objectives, and the remainder of the plan
provides clear policy guidance.

The joint B.C.-Tahltan Klappan DecisionMaking and Management Board, which has
three representatives from both the Tahltan

NOTEWORTHY INSIGHTS:
yy Joint governance body to oversee implementation.
yy Water and watershed focus in the plan’s land designations.
yy A clear shared vision and goals between the provincial government and the Tahltan.

EMERGING EFFORTS IN THE KOKSILAH
WATERSHED: ANOTHER EXAMPLE TO WATCH
In February 2020, Cowichan Tribes and the Minister of
Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource Operations signed
an interim letter of agreement to collaborate and jointly
explore the benefits of a Water Sustainability Plan for the
Koksilah Watershed. This bears watching as a space for
further government-to-government planning innovation
where a Water Sustainability Plan is envisioned as a longerterm goal to address local drought and land-water stresses.46
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OVERVIEW OF PROVINCIAL
LAND USE PLANNING RELATED INITIATIVES
The provincial government has created a range of strategic initiatives to test out ways of
addressing the priorities of reconciliation, climate change adaptation, and rural economic
development. Aligning these policy initiatives in a modernized land use planning framework
will be critical to streamline delivery, avoid duplication, reduce engagement fatigue, and ensure
integration.

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP INITIATIVE (ESI)
In 2014, the Environmental Stewardship Initiative (ESI) was launched in partnership by
the provincial government, participating Indigenous nations, and industry. The Initiative
was originally created to help address conflicts associated with some of the environmental
challenges linked to liquid natural gas development in northern B.C. Four ESI projects are
currently underway through enabling agreements between the provincial government and
participating Indigenous leadership in the Skeena, Omineca, Northeast, and North Coast
regions. The ESI facilitates collaborative environmental stewardship projects across four key
areas with a focus on cumulative effects assessments and monitoring of key values (such as
moose, fresh water, and estuaries) that are jointly identified and specific to each region.

COLLABORATIVE STEWARDSHIP FORUMS (CSF)
The Collaborative Stewardship Framework (CSF), established in May 2018, builds on the ESI
work, and provides a different approach to natural resource management in B.C. It specifically
supports shared provincial-Indigenous natural resource stewardship in an effort to build
trust, local capacity, and a more cross-cultural approach. The CSF is currently in a three-year
“demonstration phase,” with five regional forums, each involving multiple Indigenous nations
working with the provincial government. These forums are developing projects, processes, and
initiatives that will support the provincial government and Indigenous nations to collaboratively:
yy Set stewardship objectives for natural resource values.
yy C
 ollect and manage information on natural resource values (including Indigenous
knowledge).
yy Assess the condition and trend of natural resource values.
yy Develop management options and recommendations for natural resource values.
yy M
 onitor and report on compliance and effectiveness of natural resource
management activities.
yy Report on the status and trend of natural resource values and project outputs.
The CSF focus is on building a foundation for trust and collaborative stewardship, bringing
together a broad base of partners, and identifying local stewardship priorities. A key aspect
thus far has been building collaborative governance structures which, over time, will provide
the participants with a mechanism to work together, engage, and make collaborative decisions
on stewardship issues.
30

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS FRAMEWORK (CEF)
The interim provincial Cumulative Effects Framework (CEF) policy was approved for
implementation in November 2016. It establishes a provincial approach to assessing and
managing cumulative effects for an array of values on the land base. The current status of the
Cumulative Effects Framework implementation and relation to the initiatives listed above is
unclear and under revision.

MODERNIZED LAND USE PLANNING
Government has committed $8 million over three years to jumpstart a land use modernization
process. The three guiding objectives for this modernized planning process are reconciliation, a
strong sustainable economy, and resource stewardship. Nine pilot areas have been selected for
the initial land use planning efforts in this first phase of work. The renewed approach includes
the four guiding priorities:
1. Partnership with Indigenous governments.
2. Engagement with communities and stakeholders.
3. Flexibility in the scale and scope of planning.
4. Informed by cumulative effects assessments and integrated monitoring data.

TACTICAL FOREST PLANNING
The Forest Practices Board has set out a vision for “tactical forest planning”—an approach to
forestry planning at an intermediate scale to provide a critical link between broad strategiclevel plans and fine-grained operational plans. As the Board notes, “Planning is needed at
this intermediate level to provide clear direction on how strategic objectives can be met for
multiple, and often conflicting, values.”49 Tactical planning is an important response to gaps in
existing operational and strategic plans. For example, many important issues (like water flows)
are difficult to assess on a cut block-by-cut block basis; strategic level plan goals and objectives
are often too broad and aspirational to be specifically translated into operational plans; and
many strategic-level plans are outdated and exclude key values (like carbon storage).
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3.3 K
 ey Observations on B.C.’s Evolving Planning
Context
This new planning paradigm is still evolving,
and only preliminary conclusions can be
drawn about trends and possible future
directions. However, we note both early

promising direction and ongoing concerns
with the current direction and evolution of
land use planning.

SUCCESSES

CONCERNS

yy Land use planning is being given
renewed provincial focus and a clear
mandate.

yy The range of existing government
programs needs to be better
communicated and streamlined to
reduce the burden that Indigenous
nations (and staff) face, address
inefficiencies in program delivery,
and reduce difficulty engaging with
and communicating to communities
and stakeholders.

yy M
 ore attention is being given to
linking watershed and land use
planning within the initial land
use planning pilots underway with
Indigenous nations.
yy Government-to-government
agreements include attention to
meaningful consent, collaboration,
realization of UNDRIP between
Crown and Indigenous governments,
and Indigenous law. This provides
a foundation for trust and ongoing
relationships to better plan on the
land and water.
yy T
 here is increasing early and
sustained attention and investment
in overarching government-togovernment processes and forums.50

yy U
 ncertainty persists about how
non-Indigenous communities and
stakeholders are being engaged,
and how these government-togovernment arrangements are
communicated to the public.
yy Although government-togovernment agreements can identify
the need for subsequent land and
water planning, this follow-up does
not always occur.

yy P
 lans are incorporating elements of
adaptive management.51

yy F
 urther resourcing and efforts
are required for revitalization of
Indigenous law and its application in
planning processes.

yy S
 ome financial resources are being
provided to Indigenous nations
to build internal capacity, support
expression of Indigenous laws, and
ensure Indigenous nations have an
explicit role leading planning and
governance processes.

yy G
 aps exist in water-based policy
coordination and implementation
between the Ministry of Environment
and Climate Change Strategy and
regional operations in the Ministry
of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development.
yy C
 ommitments are often ambitious—
and expectations are certainly
high—but at this time the provincial
government has limited financial
resources and staff capacity to fully
implement systemic changes in land
and water governance and planning.
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4. DESIGNING THE FUTURE:

A PLANNING FRAMEWORK FOR
TOMORROW’S REALITIES

“It’s tough to make predictions, especially about the future …”
– Yogi Berra
Professional Baseball Player, Coach, Manager, and Oracle

This section provides the direction in this Direction Paper by outlining our view of
a modernized provincial land and water planning framework and the key design
elements of such a framework. We broadly outline the reforms needed, with
detailed action priorities for implementation in the concluding section that follows.

4.1 Why a Framework Matters
The purpose of a modernized land use
planning framework is to provide a
consistent set of planning considerations,
parameters, and principles that can be
applied and tailored to specific differing
contexts and local and regional planning
processes. A framework that provides
consistency and clarity in planning—
balanced by a regime that ensures sufficient
autonomy to experiment locally with
a variety of strategies and operational
approaches—has the potential for not only
greater efficiency and certainty, but also
for innovation, as well as more sustainable

and potentially restorative impacts on the
ground (and in the water).
We are sensitive to the need for the
provincial government and Indigenous
nations (with community and stakeholder
engagement) to build modernized land
use plans together and ensure distinct
approaches to regional challenges and
realities. At the same time, it is our view
that the clear and structured approach that
a framework offers will assist all parties
involved and support effective partnerships
and collaborative processes.
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WHAT A FRAMEWORK IS, AND IS NOT
A framework, in general terms, is a basic
structure underlying a system or concept.
Individual land use plans, on the other
hand, are specific to local regions and
must be adapted to place and responsive
to local context, priorities, histories,
cultures, relationships, and laws. They are
“agreements about the values that must
be respected in particular areas or with
respect to particular resources, including
a strategic determination of whether or
not certain activities may be permissible,
and why and how certain actions may be
prohibited or permitted.”52
A modernized land and water planning
framework provides a menu of
ingredients (design elements) to be used
and tailored to individual regional plans.
It is not a silver bullet, but it does offer a
place to start and proceed efficiently and
effectively.
A framework can also provide clarity
of the overall legal regime including
provincial legislation and Indigenous
legal orders, how they integrate and
how they implicate local management,
activities, and decisions.* In many
instances, provincial law operates at a
higher provincewide scale (although
some aspects can have specific local
applications), but the application of
Indigenous law is inherently place-based
operating at the territorial level.

To help emphasize and clarify this
concept, we illustrate the importance of
such a framework by indicating its limits
and potential.

A framework does not:
—M
 ean that plans will be done
everywhere (or all at once). Instead,
context and circumstances matter.
—R
 esolve complex Crown and
Indigenous law interactions.
Instead, it provides a starting
point for the necessary long-term
relationship building that comes from
collaboration.
— I mply that all plans will be identical
and must follow rigid standards.
Instead, they are adapted to place.
—R
 eplicate past initiatives like CORE
and LRMP. Instead, it represents an
evolution in approach to improve local
management and governance.
—R
 eplace other provincial initiatives, like
the Collaborative Stewardship Forums.
Instead, it seeks to incorporate and
complement programs and initiatives
already in place.

*A
 ttention to such a framework may provide a path to greater understanding of the inherent inequities of
societal structures between Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities and reveal the fundamental
frictions that may need to be resolved through deeper and meaningful reconciliation. This fundamental
understanding is likely necessary to make collaborative or shared decisions on the land effective over the
longer term. Both Crown and Indigenous laws, protocols, and understanding will have implications for
decision-making and activities on the ground and in the waters. From G. Bridge personal communication
March 2020 (and forthcoming publication).
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Nicola Lake, Sylix/Okanagan & Nlaka’pamux territory

4.2 Six Design Elements for a Modernized Land Use
Planning Framework
The framework we outline consists of six
design elements. These design elements
build directly on the lessons and insights
from past and emerging planning efforts
already underway in British Columbia.
Regardless of the region and specific

issues being addressed, we believe all
individual land use plans should consider
and incorporate these design elements,
recognizing they might manifest differently
from place to place.*

The six design elements for effective modernized planning are:

1. Attention to governance, UNDRIP, and
capacity building.

2. Planning in a phased and adaptive
process.
3. C
 onsidering water in all plans and
making water protection the planning
priority in high-risk watersheds.

F

f F

4. Determining plan scale and scope
according to the risk and complexity of
issues.
5. D
 eploying Crown legal and policy tools
while recognizing Indigenous laws and
structures of authority in the broader
regime.53
6. Adequate resourcing.
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* We recognize that these design elements and planning considerations are primarily from a
western European philosophical tradition or Crown legal perspective. For some Indigenous
perspectives, land and water protection is a manifestation of the application of Indigenous law;
therefore, it might be more appropriate to suggest that Indigenous law is the priority as Indigenous
law is water protection.

DESIGN ELEMENT #1:
Attention to Governance, UNDRIP, and
Capacity Building
No matter
how
outstanding
a plan, it will
not result in action
unless supporting governance structures
are in place that ensure the plan links to
(and impacts) actual decisions and practices
on the ground. A strong emphasis on
governance from the outset and throughout
the planning process will help identify
key decision points, clarify roles and
responsibility, ensure accountability, and
support dispute resolution.
Attention to governance also offers a
critical pathway to ensure better integration
of Indigenous laws, approaches, and
knowledge systems with Crown processes
and priorities. Any modern process may
ultimately require establishing new
governance forums or institutional bodies,
such as watershed entities (e.g. boards,
authorities, or trusts). These entities would
provide technical input, help resolve
disputes, and provide decision support (and,
in some cases, take on delegated decisionmaking authority as appropriate).
A governance priority in B.C. is the need
for the next wave of modernized land use
plans to support, embody, and align with
UNDRIP.55 Implementing UNDRIP is a
significant commitment with implications
across all aspects of government. It will
set in motion changes in practices and
approaches to resource management and
planning, and perhaps even how provincial
and local governments are organized.
Although a “distinction-based approach”56
that recognizes the specificity of context
(issues, lands, waters, territories, laws,
histories, and cultures) is critical, in our view

many common cross-cutting elements
are needed for a shift towards UNDRIP
implementation in the context of land and
water planning, including:
yy Processes for free, prior, and informed
consent. Done well, land use planning
embeds a shared vision and clear
priorities for land and water. It
establishes parameters to filter out
problematic proposals and ideas from
the outset, which facilitates alignment
and consent on critical decisions.
yy R
 ecognition and respect for, and
adherence with, Indigenous title,
rights, laws, governance, and
relationships and responsibilities with
territorial land and water.
yy Co-governance and
co-designed planning
based on dual
application of both
Crown and Indigenous
authority and laws.
This also opens space
and opportunity
to acknowledge
overlapping territory
and Indigenous nationto-nation governance.

“…pursued coherently and in a
principled manner, land-use
planning can be pivotal for
making consent a reality in
ways that benefit all British
Columbians and reduce the
growing conflict that we are
experiencing.”54
–D
 ouglas White III.
(Kwulasultun), Times
Colonist, February 3, 2019

yy Resourcing for
Indigenous nations to develop internal
governance and the necessary
institutions to lead planning processes
and community engagement as
appropriate.
All of these elements should certainly
be reflected in the planning process
and ultimately in the plan and its
implementation.
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DESIGN ELEMENT #2:
Planning in a Phased and Adaptive Process
Five key phases are commonly understood as critical to effective planning.
These phases are discussed in detail in the box below and are important to
ensure that plans: have the necessary support from Indigenous and Crown
government partners, industry, and community to build legitimacy and
confidence in the process; are scoped to address identified issues; and have
clear links to decision-making for impact.

THE FIVE PHASES OF EFFECTIVE PLANNING
1

2

VISIONING identifies the purpose and overall goals of planning and the range

of interests and values that should be considered. A long-term vision establishes
the desired social, community, and ecological conditions that can then drive
priorities and be expressed as key objectives or designated areas on the landscape.
A vision helps build cohesion amongst partners and provides a common direction
to work towards.

RISK ASSESSMENT involves establishing baseline information, state of the

water and watershed assessments, and the supporting data analysis and scenario
development. Risk assessment necessarily includes trade-off analysis as different
priorities or interventions to change land (and water) management and activities
are laid out. It entails building an understanding of the current conditions of the
watershed and the main pressures and risks. For example, this phase might include:
• Creating baseline information and state of the water and watershed
assessments.
• Identifying water quality, quantity, and indicators of ecosystem health.
• Considering cumulative impacts.
• Compiling all existing Indigenous and Crown initiatives on the land and water
base.57
• Articulating Indigenous values associated with traditional, cultural and socioeconomic water/watershed uses.
• Assessing implications to local economic stability and growth.
• Identifying risks to business and resource development under different
scenarios.
•  Assessing impacts on business and resource development from a
comprehensive planning approach.
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This initial risk assessment provides the necessary guidance to reveal the right
planning tools, the scope and scale of the corresponding plan, and the resources
needed to complete the work (see Figure 1 in Design Element #4 on page 41).

3 PLANNING AND ENGAGEMENT involves engaging a broad group

of rights holders and stakeholders early in the planning process. This is critical
to achieve an acceptable balance across a spectrum of values and goals. At
a minimum, planning involves government-to-government engagement
with Indigenous nations and formal involvement with industry, community,
stakeholders, and other non-government interests in the planning area. Involving
the community, industry partners, and stakeholders is necessary to create plans
that are well understood and to secure broad support for implementation.58

4 MANAGEMENT AND DECISIONS involve changing how activities are

conducted on the land and in the water. By establishing strong collaborative
relationships, robust governance structures with Indigenous nations, common
objectives, and clearly defined zoning (or activity) priorities, planning can expedite
operational tenure and resource management decisions and reduce conflict. An
important foundation to effective management is having the necessary legal and
regulatory rules in place so that decisions are consistent with the plan’s general
intent and direction and are easy to follow. As appropriate to the context, a plan
may rely on both Crown legislation and parallel Indigenous structures of authority
and legal orders.

5 EVALUATION AND ADAPTATION are critical to ensure a plan stays

relevant as conditions change. While adaptive management and planning have
long been espoused, few plans in British Columbia have effectively put this
approach into action. Water, watersheds, and ecosystems are dynamic, as are
human and community interactions with them. The continuously changing
nature of landscapes and hydrology (particularly in the context of climate change)
and social priorities requires ongoing monitoring and progress evaluation. For
example, in some plans, objectives may be supported by measurable criteria
such as environmental flows, temperature, and riparian conditions. These metrics
inevitably must be monitored over time. As changes in hydrology are recorded,
adaptive measures can then be undertaken to ensure that management continues
to meet long-term objectives.
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DESIGN ELEMENT #3:
Considering Water in all Plans
and Making Water Protection the
Planning Priority in High-Risk
Watersheds
A changing
climate will
have significant
impact on hydrology and landscapes
and this requires a much more integrated
and adaptive approach to resource
management and longer-term planning.
Water and functioning watersheds
provide a crucial basis for a wide variety
of values (such as habitat, wildlife,
wetlands, flood control, and drought
resilience); local economic vitality and
resource development (such as tourism,
agriculture, and forestry); and community
well-being (such as drinking water). As a
“universal integrator” and because of its
cross-cutting aspect, water offers a point
of entry in addressing the complexity of
issues associated with modern sustainable
resource management. From a sustainable
resource management and planning
perspective, water must be considered in
all plans. In high-risk watersheds, water
can be moved from the periphery to the
foreground—not at the expense of other
issues, but to better bring these other
issues into focus within an integrated
regime that prioritizes resilience and proper
watershed function (such as dealing with
species at risk or wildlife).
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As we explore in Design Element #5,
the provincial government introduced
some powerful tools in the Water
Sustainability Act to support water-based
planning, set water objectives, set areabased regulations, protect and manage
environmental flows, and enable full-scale
Water Sustainability Plans. It is now time to
test out these tools in modernized land use
plans.
The degree of risk to water values can be
established in the risk assessment phase
of Design Element #2. This risk-setting
process guides the specifics that will then
be addressed in the more detailed planning
process. For example, the higher the waterrelated risks, the greater the need for a
focus on water as a core component in
plans.
At a minimum, plans should contain
clear priorities about what aspects of the
watershed or water bodies need protection
and might include measurable water
objectives for quality, quantity, timing
of flows, and riparian conditions, all of
which will have implications for watershed
activities (e.g. forestry, irrigation, agriculture,
mining, fishing, recreation) to ensure
that the identified priorities and water
objectives are achieved. In turn this clarifies
which parts of the watershed can sustain
more intensive development without
undermining the function of the whole
system.

DESIGN ELEMENT #4:

F

f F

Determining Plan Scale and Scope
According to the Risk and Complexity
of Issues

Past initiatives,
like LRMP plans,
were done at the
sub-regional scale and often involved a
highly complex and time- and resourceintensive process. In the proposed
approach, planning is more explicitly
flexible, both in scale and sophistication
(scope), depending on the risks and the
magnitude of the issues (a form follows
function approach, see Figure 1).

This kind of risk-based approach is illustrated
in the diagram below, using the example
of a simplified three-tier plan hierarchy:
from simple or narrow operational plans, to
landscape or watershed-level tactical plans,
to sophisticated, integrated strategic plans. At
each level, a different selection of Crown legal
tools will be deployed. For this illustration,
we focus primarily on Crown legal and policy
tools; however, Indigenous legal orders and
approaches should certainly be considered in
parallel at all scales and phases of planning.

RISK ASSESSMENT & ISSUE IDENTIFICATION

Figure 1 - RISK ASSESSMENT & ISSUE IDENTIFICATION
COMPLEXITY &
SCALE OF
WATERSHED ISSUES

Local water body with
focus on speciﬁc
water quality, eﬂow
or riparian issue
impacted by land use

CURRENT
CONDITION OF
THE
WATERSHED
AND MAIN
PRESSURES
& RISKS

LEVEL OF PLAN

OPERATIONAL
PLAN

Single issue or
threat in a speciﬁc
water body or
smaller sub
watersheds

LANDSCAPE OR
WATERSHED-LEVEL
TACTICAL PLAN

Address multiple
land use & resource
sectors including
decisions under
other statues and
changes to water
licenses, permits
etc.

INTEGRATED
STRATEGIC
PLAN (OR
AGREEMENT)

POSSIBLE BUNDLE OF CROWN LAW
& POLICY TOOLS

MINIMUM FOUNDATION
ELEMENTS:
- environmental ﬂows
and critical ﬂows thresholds
- water objective

MIX OF MORE ADVANCED TOOLS:
- area-based regulation
- environmental ﬂows and critical
ﬂows thresholds
- water objective
- sensitive stream designation
- water reservation

FORMAL OR LEGISLATED PLANS
- Water Sustainability Plan
- Drinking Water Protection Plan

Articulated Indigenous laws encompass the entire process:
Plans are an application of Indigenous law
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DESIGN ELEMENT #5:
Deploying Crown Legal and Policy Tools
While Recognizing Indigenous Laws and
Structures of Authority as Appropriate in
the Broader Regime
As noted above, the Water Sustainability Act
provides an important set of tools to bridge
water and land use planning. This legislation is
still at an early stage of implementation and
most of its innovative sustainability tools are not
yet being deployed. Many Water Sustainability
Act elements will be critical to future land use
planning initiatives; indeed land use planning
provides a vehicle to innovate and complete
supporting policies, guidelines, and regulations
under the legislative regime. Aligning policy
between the Ministry of Environment and
Climate Change Strategy and the Ministry of
Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource
Operations
At a minimum, Water Sustainability Act implementation to
and Rural
support a revitalized planning approach requires:
Development—
yy Completing integration of existing groundwater users into the provincial
and implementing
surface water management and licensing regime (ss.6 &140).
recommendations
for Indigenous
yy Establishing Water Objectives (s.43) and clarifying the implications of
Water Sustainability
such objectives on other resource uses in watersheds.
Act engagement in
line with UNDRIP—
yy Introducing Area-Based Regulations (s.124) to fine-tune locally
will be critical
appropriate decisions in critical (or at-risk) watersheds.
to ensure this
yy Clarifying the specific thresholds and attributes of Environmental Flows
legislation supports
(s.15) and how these are explicitly included in existing water licences
land use planning
and future licensing (or related permit) decisions, as well as across the
in a useful way.60
Modernized
land and
water planning
requires access to a
mix of legal and policy tools to bring plans
into effect. The ability to translate plans into
law—and thus establish consequences—is
essential in order to establish clear costs and
benefits for actions. This will build public
confidence, provide better investment
certainty, and create incentives that drive
changes to management and how activities
are conducted on the land and in the water.*

various permit or other planning decisions associated with the Water
Sustainability Act and other relevant resource legislation.

yy D
 eploying Water Sustainability Plans (ss. 64-85) in areas where resolving
complex and persistent issues will require a significant commitment
from the provincial government, Indigenous nations, other levels of
government, stakeholders, industry, and community.

*T
 his interaction between plans and the various forms of law will illuminate some of the fundamental differences between Crown
and Indigenous perspectives. In Western society, the intention is for data and science to inform the plan, and the plan in turn to
be informed by the law and inform the law and deploy identified legal tools to be applied. While in the Indigenous context, plans
themselves are the application of Indigenous law and thus are of high authority and impact more broadly. The plan becomes a
space where Indigenous law and understanding manifest. Reconciling–and even just understanding–some of these fundamental
differences in perspective and epistemology will be an important part of the very planning and co-governance development
process itself.
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DESIGN ELEMENT #6:
Adequate Resourcing
Resource
limitations
are real
constraints
for planning in
British Columbia
and will be an ongoing
concern going forward into an increasingly
uncertain and financially volatile future.
Nonetheless, modernized land use
planning processes will need resources—

both money and people—to succeed. It will
be critical to identify sustainable funding
mechanisms early in the process to leverage
local resources, knowledge, and capacity.
Developing external collaborations and
partnerships with funders, communities,
and other partners will be essential to
ensure long-term resourcing for plan
implementation, monitoring, adaptation,
and all the work needed to succeed over the
long term.61

Satellite image of wildfire smoke over Okanagan Lake, Sylix/Okanagan territory
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Emerald Lake, Ktunaxa, Blackfoot Niitsítapi, and Kelly Lake Metis territory.

5. CONCLUSIONS
REALIZING THE FUTURE OF LAND & WATER
PLANNING

Indigenous people around the world commonly hold the view that water is not only a source of life for all
living things and essential to both physical and cultural survival, but it is alive and is spirit. This viewpoint
fundamentally changes the very nature of the planning process, as the goal is no longer about management
of a ‘resource,’ it is about the protection and use of another spirited life.62
– Centre for Indigenous Environmental Resources (2011)
“Failing to plan IS planning to fail.”
– Old planners adage (unconfirmed Benjamin Franklin)

5.1 Setting the Direction for Modernized
Land Use Planning
The provincial government has already
started an internal process and work with
Indigenous leaders to identify how to
effectively move to an appropriate and
sophisticated land use planning approach
that addresses modern challenges and
priorities.
The following table outlines some of the
key actions needed and indicators to
realize a shift towards a modernized land

use planning approach. The first rows of
this table, indicated in blue, are shifts that
are well-understood and indeed already
underway within the provincial government.
While we fully support these shifts, we also
identify additional actions needed, which
are informed by our analysis of past and
present land use planning efforts in B.C. The
additional priorities and actions needed are
shaded in green in the table that follows.
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Table: B.C. Government Shift to a Modernized Land Use Planning Approach
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ACTIONS NEEDED &
INDICATORS OF SUCCESS

FROM

TO

Limited engagement
with Indigenous
nation governments
(without prejudice to
the treaty process)

Partnership with
Indigenous nation
governments and
integrated with B.C.’s
reconciliation framework

-Clear knowledge governance protocols for
inclusion of Indigenous knowledge
- Support for Indigenous capacity and laws
revitalization
- Staff training in cross cultural competency,
UNDRIP, co-governance, and reconciliation

Consensus-building
through multistakeholder tables

Deep partnership and
targeted engagement
with key stakeholders
or community advisory
committees that build
broad support

-Resources and training for staff on
engagement support, both in governmentto-government and stakeholder and public
outreach contexts
-Ability to enable or trigger appropriate
watershed-based co-governance or local
decision-making bodies and institutions

Comprehensive,
strategic plans to
define protected
areas, development
zoning, and broad
objectives

Planning at multiple
scales, nimble and in
response to defined
need, with specific and
measurable objectives
that articulate identified
values

- Plan scale and scope corresponding to risk
- Supported planning and water sustainability
tools (legislative, institutional and policy)
driven by local priorities to be deployed at
various levels

Little integration with
resource monitoring
and evaluation
programs

Cumulative effects
& integrated
monitoring programs
explicitly support
plan development,
implementation, &
monitoring

-A
 rticulation of thresholds that trigger planning
including in existing policy like the Cumulative
Effects Framework
-A
 bility to revisit plans in a defined and
transparent process with a supporting
governance structure (e.g. G2G tables, MOUs, or
a local watershed authority or Board)
- Integrated provincial water monitoring,
assessment, and reporting framework (including
State of the Water(shed) reporting protocols)

Land use direction
primarily for the
forest sector

Land use direction for
implementation across
the natural resource
sector (integrated
resource management),
including forests, water,
mining, agriculture, and
species at risk

- Terms of reference for planning processes
that clearly articulate longer-term integrated
resource management and governance goals
- “State of water(shed)” assessments that
enable a risk management approach by
establishing baselines, assessing current
conditions and risks, and creating a process of
priority setting

FROM

Under-resourced
and low capacity
within government to
execute and engage

Indigenous law and
knowledge given
little consideration

Governance given
little attention or
consideration

In Crown process,
translating plans
to law is a limited
and complex (often
difficult) process

TO

ACTIONS NEEDED &
INDICATORS OF SUCCESS

Committed resourcing
with renewed staff
capacity and skills,
including a focus
on modernized
engagement
techniques, dedicated
local communications,
and co-governance
with Indigenous nations
(with explicit supporting
resources for partners)

- Sustainable funding mechanisms identified
- Provincial planning programs with clear roles and
responsibilities
- Provincial staff capacity development that
emphasizes a modernized approach to planning,
with water as a priority and clear attention to
governance

Planning is explicitly
integrated with
Indigenous laws and
knowledge systems and
emphasizes a parallel
authority approach

- Clear knowledge governance protocols for
inclusion of Indigenous knowledge
- Support for Indigenous capacity and laws
revitalization

Co-governance priority
for plan development
and implementation
including support for
internal governance
building within
Indigenous nations

- New models for co-governance and consentbased decision-making developed in conjunction
with local plans

Clear links to legal and
policy tools, drawing on
both Indigenous and
provincial law

- Ability to deploy critical tools in primary
supporting legislation (e.g. Water Sustainability
Act, Drinking Water Protection Act, Forest and
Range Practices Act etc.).
- Completion of critical Water Sustainability Act
regulations and policy
- Improved understanding of integration and
deployment of Indigenous laws and Crown
legislative regime and active creation of “ethical
space” for partnering, trust building, and ongoing
collaboration.63
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5.2 PRIORITY ACTIONS NEEDED
British Columbia faces a critical moment
of both risk and opportunity to address a
number of challenges simultaneously, from
Indigenous rights and title and advancing
meaningful reconciliation, to taking climate
change seriously, to transitioning rural
economies away from boom and bust
resource extraction dependence. Viewed
together, these drivers and priorities lead to
our central conclusions. First, reconciliation
and land use planning cannot be successful
without explicit and sustained attention
to water. Second, economic recovery and
a resilient local economy require certainty

ARED AUTHORITY
SHA

Climate
Change

rshed Entit
Wate vernance ies &
Bodi
o
G
es
Co-

DESIRED
OUTCOMES

Indigenous
Authority
Modernized

integrated land &
Healthy
watershed
with
water planning
resilient
local applied
framework

Crown Authority
(Province &
Federal)
Local
Government
Authority

CROSS-CUTTING
DRIVERS

Cumulative
Impacts &
Loss of Public
Confidence
Cumulative

Impacts &
UNDRIP
Loss
of Public
Confidence
&

Reconciliation
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ELEMENTS &
COMPONENTS
OF A MODERNIZED
PLANNING &
GOVERNANCE
APPROACH

Rural
Economies
in Decline

LEADERSHIP
& AUTHORITY
HOLDERS

and clarity around resource development
and investment potential—including what
can and cannot be done on the land and in
the water—which can be advanced through
better land (and water) planning and a
credible process. Third, to realize success,
government and planning partners need
capacity, a clear priority, and sustained
support for a new planning regime. If
a deliberate and intentional approach
to modernized land use planning and
framework is built today, a real opportunity
for change exists. The future starts now.

regionally
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f F

ga
ge
old
sta m e nt w it h p e r m it h t y
keh
o ld e r s & co m m u ni

ers

Healthy watershed with
resilient local economies
& protected waters

This image provides a simplified way to visualize what “success” begins to look like.
The end goal of land and water planning is functioning and resilient watersheds.
The Framework and Design Elements make the explicit link between land and water,
sustainable funding, realizing UNDRIP, attention to governance, scoping planning to risk
and complexity, and deploying all the key authorities including senior Crown government
and Indigenous legal orders.

KEY ACTIONS FOR GOVERNMENT TO MODERNIZE
LAND USE AND WATER PLANNING
We recognize that the provincial government is presently entering the final year of its
political mandate—against the backdrop of a global public health crisis—all of which will
undoubtedly affect the priority placed on land use planning in the coming year or two. With
this in mind, however, we still provide a set of specific actions to be completed in the coming
months of this current government’s mandate, with a suite of deeper multi-year reforms for
the next government mandate. These actions complement the identified steps and success
indicators outlined in the Government Shift table above.

PRIORITY ACTIONS FOR
THE COMING MONTHS
(2020/21):
Test and Lay the Groundwork
1.Review, apply, and test the Design
Elements of the Framework proposed
in this Paper in the current land use
and water planning pilots already
underway.64
2. Complete

the policy development
work required for full implementation
of water objectives, environmental
flows, water sustainability planning,
area-based regulations, and delegated
decision-making as set out in the Water
Sustainability Act.
3. Develop

and implement a
comprehensive communications
strategy to inform all communities and
stakeholders in pilot areas about the
changing legal and political context
of UNDRIP (implementation of the
Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples Act) and Indigenous rights and
responsibilities.

PRIORITY ACTIONS AFTER
2021 (NEXT MANDATE):
Consolidate and Apply a Planning
Framework
4.Based on insights and learnings from
the current wave of pilots, apply the
design elements in the modernized
land use and water planning framework
co-developed with Indigenous
leadership, as well as in future plans. This
should include a review of progress in
relation to the recommended actions
and success indicators from the Table:
B.C. Governement Shift (pg. 46-47).
5.Complete

an assessment of support for a
water-focused land use planning process
in addressing reconciliation and creating
healthy watersheds with resilient local
economies and protected waters.
6. Deliver

training to build qualified and
capable land use and water planning
staff within government to effectively
advance these projects (with a
focus on core knowledge and skills
including cross-cultural competency,
effective community and stakeholder
engagement, and application of the
Water Sustainability Act and other
policy and legislative tools); provide
resources for similar capacity building
in communities and with Indigenous
partners.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A - The Great Bear Rainforest Agreements: Pushing the
Land and Resource Management Planning Envelope
In the 1990s, escalating conflict over logging and a high-profile market boycott campaign brought forest
companies, the provincial government, and First Nations together into a series of negotiations around land
use planning, resource management approaches, benefit sharing, and decision-making for the Central Coast
region.
In 1997, the provincial government specifically created LRMP tables for the Central Coast (and later the North
Coast). However, the process was fraught: in particular, First Nations opposed their status as “stakeholders” at
the planning tables. In 2000, nine First Nations from the Central and North Coast and Haida Gwaii formed
a coast-wide alliance—Coastal First Nations—to act as a collective voice and ensure their interests would be
met. Collectively, Coastal First Nations agreed that they needed to both protect the region’s ecological values
and enhance economic development opportunities.65
In 2001, the Joint Solutions Project (a coalition of environmental groups and forest companies), Coastal First
Nations, other First Nations and stakeholders, and provincial government land use planning tables agreed to a
negotiation framework to resolve the long-standing resource conflicts in the region. This framework included
a commitment to ecosystem-based management and a government-to-government protocol between the
Province and Coastal First Nations, which provided for parallel First Nations land use planning processes.66
Five years of planning and negotiations then followed—in which both
First Nations and the Province developed their own land use planning
processes in parallel. Government-to-Government negotiations
began in 2004 to reconcile the Province’s land use plans with those
of the individual First Nations. The First Nations and Province reached
agreement in 2006 on the Central and North Coast LRMPs. This was
the first government-to-government land use negotiation of its kind in
B.C.—a shift that was core to the success of the process and outcomes.67
Over the subsequent several years, the parties monitored
implementation of the agreements and continued negotiations, reaching
agreement in 2016 codified in the Great Bear Rainforest Land Act and Use
Order.68 Key elements of the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements include:
yy Implementation of government-to-government decision-making
between First Nations and the provincial government.
yy A network of protected areas, including a new Conservancy
designation.
Kermode bear in Great Bear Rainforest, Kitasoo Xai’xais territory.

yy A commitment to ecosystem-based management on the working
forestry landscape.
yy Creation of the $120 million Coast Opportunities Fund.
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Great Bear Rainforest Agreements
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Nicola Watershed MOU
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Cowichan Basin Watershed Management Plan

Elk Valley Water Quality Plan
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Columbia River Treaty

Coquitlam River Watershed Plan
Metro Vancouver Drinking Water Management Plan
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Specific land and water plans in B.C. can be viewed on a spectrum: from a high degree of engagement
(leadership) by government and stronger legislative basis in Crown law on one end, to more local plans
driven by local governments, Indigenous nations, or community efforts on the other. This summary
of the range of plans helps clarify the variety and diversity of plans in B.C. and exposes the need for a
more comprehensive and integrated approach going forward.

PLANS WITH PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT
Water Use Plans (WUPs): Driven by escalating conflicts over hydroelectric water use, WUPs are enduser plans and were developed to better balance water use at hydroelectric facilities targeted to BC
Hydro. Twenty-three BC Hydro facilities now have WUPs in place. Water Use Plans focus on facility
operations and water flow requirements and enable the Provincial statutory decision-maker (the
Comptroller of Water Rights) to make changes to existing hydroelectric water licences.69 WUPs were
developed via a novel structured decision-making process involving licensees, government agencies,
First Nations, key partners, and the public.
Area Based Management Plans (ABMP): are designated areas for the purposes of environmental
protection under the Environmental Management Act (ss. 89-91). Area Based Management Plans
must consider the impact of point and non-point sources of waste, cumulative impact of the wastes,
environmental management objectives and outcomes for the designated area, and ongoing monitoring
and reporting. Only one ABMP has been completed to-date by Teck Coal to address water quality
concerns in the Elk River watershed.70
Jointly Developed G2G Plans: Plans catalyzed by or contained in a G2G agreement between the Crown
and Indigenous government(s)71 generally draw on both Indigenous and Provincial (Crown) authorities.
They can also include some aspects of joint oversight and co-governance.
Water Strategies, Transboundary Plans, and International Treaties. While not a formal plan, the
Northeast Water Strategy, released in 2015, is intended as a foundation and framework for a proactive,
long-term approach to sustainable water management and use water in Northeast B.C.72 B.C. has
also entered into a variety of water-focused agreements with neighboring jurisdictions, including the
Mackenzie River Bilateral Water Management Agreements (with Alberta, the Northwest Territories, and
the Yukon) and the Columbia River Treaty.

PLANS LED OUTSIDE OF GOVERNMENT
Indigenous-Led Plans:
Indigenous nations are leading a number of unilateral planning initiatives external to Crown processes.
These Indigenous-led plans and planning instruments are expressions of inherent Indigenous authority
over land and water and can include Indigenous Protected and Conserved Areas,73 water policies, and
declarations of water laws. While these initiatives may not always be formally “recognized” in Crown
law or as a part of treaties, they have a strong impact on decision-making and management.74 For
example, in the case of the Yinka Dene ‘Uza’hne’ Surface Water Policy:75
• The Provincial regulator fully supported implementation of the policy, which now acts as
the foundation for the Nadleh, Stellat’en, and Provincial regulator to set agreed-upon water
quality objectives.76
• The company that operates Endako Mine willingly adopted the surface water policy as a
foundation for future mitigation and management. The policy was also adopted by the
proponent into the Environmental Assessment process for the proposed Blackwater Mine.
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Local Government Plans:
These plans deal with the areas of responsibility of local government or local issues and are often
technical in nature. Examples include water conservation plans, stormwater management plans, liquid
waste management plans, and drinking water supply plans. Some local governments have also led more
comprehensive watershed plans (such as the Kettle River Watershed Plan) that implicate actions that are
outside of local government jurisdiction and urge other agencies and authority holders to take action.

Community-Led Plans (Watershed/Water Use):
Generally, these types of plans are more ad-hoc and non-binding in nature and have no pre-set structure.
They can vary widely including the extent of senior, local, and Indigenous government involvement and
can range from broad vision statements and aspirational long-term goals to something more concrete but
requiring voluntary action by identified actors and partners. A handful of these plans make the explicit link
between land and water, and between planning and governance (a notable example is the Cowichan Basin
Water Management Plan). Most plans rely on voluntary actions by identified actors with limited resources for
implementation.

-

Hikers on Nicola Lake, Sylix/Okanagan & Nlaka’pamux territory.
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